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FORMULA
THE Y   UTH

Surgical-strength products may promise brighter,  
tighter, clearer skin – but at what cost?

 WORDS ANITA BHAGWANDAS

F O R E V E R  Y O U N G

Bitchy 
resting  

face? Moi?
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AKA: THE DARK-SPOT FIXER
SWEET SPOT: 2.5% TO 5%

Research found niacinamide (a form of vitamin B3) helps 
brighten skin by inhibiting the transfer of melanin to the surface  

of your skin*. The result? Goodbye, acne-scars and sun spots. 
THE VITALS: Anything below 2.5% is too low of a dose to have any 
effect. But going north of 5% actually leads to a risk in pigmentation. 

Why? This is because a high concentration of niacinamide can actually 
cause irritation that could then lead to hyperpigmentation. The problem 

is that niacinamide itself can vary in potency so it’s hard to pin-point 
an exact percentage to put on the packaging. A good cheat? “Check 

niacinamide is no higher than third on the ingredients list,” says 
Bunting. “That way, it’ll sit in the safe 2.5% to 5% range.” Easy.

TRY: Eve Lom Daily Protection SPF 50, £70 or 
Dolce&Gabbana Aurealux Cream, £84, both within 

the 2.5% to 5% bracket – and a worthy 
indulgence for blemish-marked skin. 

Adios, pigment!

AKA: THE EXFOLIATOR
SWEET SPOT: 0.5% TO 2%

If you’re looking for an everyday cleanser or toner, 
salicylic acid is your guy. It’s keratolytic, meaning it works by 

softening the outer layer of your skin, allowing older  
cells to shed with ease – handy for unclogging pores. 

THE VITALS: “Anything higher than 2% and you’ll cause the 
cells to over-renew, so your skin will be sore and irritated,” says 
Bunting. You can get salon-strength gear with up to 12%, but let’s 
leave those to the professionals who do exfoliating peels, okay? 

TRY: Garnier Pure Active Intensive Charcoal Scrub, 
£3.33, with 2% salicylic acid as well as charcoal, 

which naturally extracts impurities. After a more 
gentle exfoliation hit? Try the 0.5% in Vichy 

Normaderm Purifying Cleansing 
Gel, £11. Easy does it.

omewhere along the skincare line, 
the words ‘good’ and ‘strong’ got 
mixed up. While labels branded with 
the words ‘high potency’ and ‘double 
concentration’ may scream efficacy, 
that extra punch doesn’t always come 

with added benefits. In fact, they could actually work against 
you and your complexion. “People often think the strongest 
products and treatments offer the best results,” says 
celebrity facialist Debbie Thomas. “When actually, different 
ingredients work best at different strengths. So opting for 
the highest number can be as ineffective as not having 
enough of it.” Thankfully, the skincare industry is becoming 
more specific at pinpointing the optimum percentage for an 
active ingredient to be most effective. So we’ve asked lead 
experts to reveal the magic numbers to youthful skin.

Q What are your five 
ultimate foundation rules?
A First, avoid any foundations that 
have a pink or white base because 
they can make skin look chalky and 
washed out. Second, think about 
what formula (powder, BB cream, 
stick or liquid) is best for your skin 
type. Third, when applying different 
formulas, always ask yourself, “Does 
my skin look fresh, smoother and 
natural?” If your answer is no to any 
of these questions, it’s a no. Fourth, 
test several shades of foundation on 
the side of your face, between your 
nose and the side of your cheek. 
The shade that’s imperceptible 
should be your pick. Finally, always 
test foundation in natural light and, 
remember, you’ll probably need two 
colours; one for summer when you’re 
darker and one for winter when you’ll 
be more pale. You can custom mix 
them for the months in between.
 
Q My lip tone is uneven. 
How do I pick nude lipstick?
A For uneven coloured lips, you can 
either choose to enhance or conceal 
the natural colours. Use a slightly 
opaque shade that corresponds to 
the lighter lip colour to enhance and 
bring out that colour, or use a deeper 
shade that’s close to the colour of 
the darker lip for a dramatic, full-
coverage look. To even out tone, use 
a sheer, dark lipstick as a base on the 
lighter area and then apply regular 
lipstick. When choosing your perfect 
nude, you know you’ve got the right 
shade when it enhances the skin 
tone, makes your eyes look brighter, 
and gives your face a lift. 

Ask the expert
The expert:
Bobbi Brown
Who: Make-up 
artist, founder 
and CCO of Bobbi 
Brown Cosmetics

 AKA: THE ANTI-AGER
SWEET SPOT: 0.5%

Giving you a pure hit of skin-friendly vitamin A, retinol (and its 
other forms, retin-A and retinoid) wards off fine lines and wrinkles 
by simultaneously boosting cell renewal, surface blood circulation 
and collagen and elastin production – now that’s an overachiever. 
THE VITALS: “Retinol is the most effective chemical ingredient 

for diminishing lines – when used at the right percentage. Though 0.5% 
is generally believed to be the most effective percentage, if your skin 
is very sensitive, 0.3% to 0.4% will still do the job without the risk of 
irriation. A study in the Archives Of Dermatology found applying 
0.4% retinol three times a week for six months reversed cellular 

damage, especially on mature skin. Write this down!
TRY: The key is to build up gradually. Skinceuticals  
Retinol 0.5, £49, is an ideal starting point. Pro tip?  

Buy it in an aluminum tube or opaque plastic bottle  
so light and air don’t degrade it – and don’t  

forget to use an SPF 30 in the day 
– retinol increases light 

sensitivity.

SAL ICY L I C  ACID

AKA: THE BRIGHTENER
SWEET SPOT: 10% TO 15%

The teacher’s pet of cosmeceutical companies, vitamin C 
boasts collagen-boosting benefits. And new research  

shows L-ascorbic acid (the stable form of vitamin C more  
easily absorbed by the skin) reverses DNA damage*. 

THE VITALS: So you know you need a high enough 
concentration to have an effect on your skin. But here’s  

the interesting part: “Much above 15% can’t be effectively absorbed 
by the skin,” Bunting says. You’re not only risking irritation, but also 

slapping on a product that will have no added benefit. 
TRY: For a little brightening effect, apply Kiehl’s Powerful 
Strength Line Reducing Concentrate, £49, containing 10% 

L-ascorbic acid. For a mega vitamin C surge, go for 
SkinCeuticals C E Ferulic Serum, £129, with 15%. 

Apply topical vitamin C once a day after 
you’ve exfoliated. Smooth.  

VITAMIN C

AKA: THE REFINER 
SWEET SPOT: 4% TO 6%

A powerful cleansing ingredient, glycolic acid is excellent 
for sloughing off the top layer of your skin (in a gentle,  

non-Hannibal way) for a smoother face. But there’s a catch.
THE VITALS: “Some products contain up to 10% glycolic 

acid, but the highest you should go is 6%,” says dermatologist 
Dr Sam Bunting. Higher than 6% could cause irritation even 
for tolerant skin types. “And that’s for skin with acne, which 
needs the potency.” Sensitive skins should go for 3% max, 

while everyone else should aim for 4% to 5% . Noted.
TRY: Obagi Nu-Derm Exfoderm Forte No. 4, £66.10, has 

6% glycolic acid for smoothing. Cane + Austin Acne 
Treatment Pads, £19, at 5% are great for combination 

skins, while sensitive skins should opt for Elemis 
Tri-Enzyme Resurfacing Gel Mask, £49, 

at 1%. Everyone’s a winner.

GLYCOLIC ACID

R E T I N O L

NIACINAMIDE


